HR as Strategic Diversity Partners
By Shilpa Pherwani
To effectively integrate Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) in the HR role, HR
professionals need to implement strategies for addressing conscious
and unconscious biases in HR systems. Unconscious Biases are
pervasive in most societies, and often people are unaware of their
unconscious biases. It is important to address unconscious biases
because behaviors that may arise from biases can demoralize team
members and, undermine engagement and productivity.
While unconscious biases are pervasive, research shows that they are also possible to
change. The FLEX Model, developed by Ibis Consulting Group, is a useful tool to
address biases and promote inclusion.

Let’s apply this tool to a HR scenario.
As an HR member, you have just finished meeting with Claire, a senior manager, about
a staffing matter. As she is leaving your office, she brings up another issue.
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“Hey, I just want to bring you up to speed on how things are going with Mario. He’s
been here 9 months now, and I’m having some concerns. He’s meeting all the job
requirements, but he doesn’t strike me as a star performer. He’s just a little too passive
in meetings, he doesn’t assert his point of view, and it seems like he’s not aggressive
enough to be successful here.”
”I haven’t said anything to him about it – I really don’t know what to say, it’s kind of a
subtle thing. And I have to admit I’m a little nervous about how he may react –
especially since he’s the only Latino member of the team. At my last job when I tried to
give a Latino employee some tough feedback, he implied I was being racist. So I’ve
become a little cautious – maybe over-cautious. Anyway, I’ve got to run to another
meeting…..”
“Have a moment? I really could use some advice. You know I’ve been here 9 months
and I think I’ve been doing a good job. I’ve received only positive feedback from Claire.
Yet, she hasn’t been giving me very challenging assignments and I’m starting to feel
underutilized. I don’t really feel like a valued member of the team, and I’m beginning to
wonder about my future here. I’d really appreciate any insight you can offer.”
A few days later, before you’ve had a chance to follow up with Claire, Mario drops by
your office.
You’d like to help Claire and Mario improve their communication and address any
issues that are hampering their effectiveness. Using the FLEX model, you can work
with Claire to effectively address this situation. Here are a few ideas on using the first
piece of the FLEX model:
Focus Within
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tell me a little bit more about your thinking.
Tell me a little more about how you see Mario’s performance issues.
Tell me a little more about why you’re hesitant to give Mario feedback on his
performance.
How do you think your personal experience may be impacting how you are
viewing Mario?
What has your history been with bringing diverse candidates into these types of
positions?
Are you making any assumptions about what it takes to be a “star performer”?

Stay tuned for ideas on using other pieces of the FLEX model to address unconscious
biases…..
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